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The Fundamental Views of Individual Psychology
Alfred Adler

In introducing the International Journal of Individual Psychology in the United States and Great
Britain, it seems fitting to describe the basic structure of Individual Psychology, in order to show
the contributions of this science to modern psychology and psychiatry. I do not want to go into
details here. Those details will be found in the articles of the contributors to this Journal. It is
only the scientific framework that I want to explain very briefly.
The raw material with which the Individual Psychologist works is: The relationship of
the individual to the problems of the outside world. The Individual Psychologist has to observe
how a particular individual relates himself to the outside world. This outside world includes the
individual’s own body, his bodily functions, and the functions of his mind. He does not relate
himself to the outside world in a pre-determined manner as often assumed. He relates himself
always according to his own interpretation of himself and of his present problem. His limits are
not only the common human limits, but also the limits which he has set himself. It is neither
heredity nor environment which determines his relationship to the outside world. Heredity only
endows him with certain abilities. Environment only gives him certain impressions. These
abilities and impressions, and the manner in which he “experiences” them – that is to say, the
interpretation he makes of these experiences—are the bricks which he uses in his own “creative”
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way in building up his attitude toward life. It is his individual way of using these bricks—or in
other words, it is his attitude toward life—which determines his relationship to the outside world.
He meets problems which are entirely different from those of his forebears. He sees all
problems from a perspective which is his own creation. He sees the environment which trains
him, with his own self-created perspective, and accordingly changes its effect upon him for
better or worse. There is a task in life which no individual can escape. It is to solve a great
number of problems. These problems are in no way accidental. I have divided them for clarity
into three parts: problems of behavior toward others; problems of occupation; and problems of
love. The manner in which an individual behaves toward these three problems and their
subdivisions—that is his answer to the problems of life.
Life (and all psychic expressions as part of life) moves ever toward “overcoming,”
toward perfection, toward superiority, toward success. You cannot train or condition a living
being for defeat. But what an individual thinks or feels as success (i.e., as a goal acceptable to
him), that is his own matter. In my experience I have found that each individual has a different
meaning of, and attitude toward, what constitutes success. Therefore a human being cannot be
typified or classified. I believe it is because of parsimony of language that many scientists have
come to mistaken conclusions—believing in types, entities, racial qualities, etc. Individual
Psychology recognizes, with other psychologies, that each individual must be studied in the light
of his own peculiar development. To present the individual understandably, in words, requires an
extensive reviewing of all of his facets, the elaborate demands of which are apparent in the
articles which follow. Yet, too often, psychologists are tempted away from this recognition, and
take the easier but unfruitful roads of classification. That is a temptation to which, in practical
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work, we must never yield. It is for teaching purposes only—to illuminate the broad field—that I
designate here four different types, in order, temporarily, to classify the attitude and behavior of
individuals toward outside problems.
Thus, we find individuals whose approach to reality shows, from early childhood through
their entire lives, a more or less dominant or “ruling” attitude. This attitude appears in all their
relationships. A second type—surely the most frequent one—expects everything from others and
leans on others. I might call it the “getting” type. A third type is inclined to feel successful by
avoiding the solution of problems. Instead of struggling with a problem, a person of this type
merely tries to “side-step” it, in an effort thereby to avoid defeat. The fourth type struggles, to a
greater or lesser degree, for a solution to these problems in a way that is useful to others.
It is necessary to say here that each special type retains his style from childhood to the
end of his life, unless he is convinced of the mistake in his creation of his attitude toward reality.
As I have said before, this style is the creation of the child himself, who uses inheritance and
impressions of the environment as bricks in building his particular avenue for success—success
according to his own interpretation.
Individual Psychology goes beyond the views of philosophers like Kant and newer
psychologists and psychiatrists who have accepted the idea of the totality of the human being.
Very early in my work, I found hum to be a unity! The foremost task of Individual Psychology is
to prove this unity in each individual—in his thinking, feeling, acting; in his so-called conscious
and unconscious—in every expression of his personality. This unity we call the “Life-Style” of
the individual. What is frequently labeled “the ego” is nothing more than the style of the
individual.
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Individual Psychology has shown that the first three types mentioned above—the
“ruling” type, the “getting” type, and the “avoiding” type—are not apt, and are not prepared, to
solve the problems of life. These problems are always social problems. Individuals of these three
types are lacking in the ability for co-operation and contribution. The class between such a
life-style (lacking social interest) and the outside problems (demanding social interest) results in
shock. This shock leads up to the individual’s failures—which we know as neurosis, psychosis,
etc. Significantly, the failure shows the same style as the individual. As I mentioned before, the
life-style persists.
In the fourth type (the socially useful type), prepared for co-operation and contribution,
we can always find a certain amount of activity which is used for the benefit of others. This
activity is in agreement with the needs of others; it is useful, normal, rightly imbedded in the
stream of evolution of mankind.
The first type also has activity, but not enough social interest. Therefore, if confronted
strongly by a situation which he feels to be in the nature of an examination, a test of his social
value, a judgment upon his social usefulness, a person of this type acts in an unsocial way. The
more active of this type attack others directly: they become delinquents, tyrants, sadists. It is as if
they said, with Richard III, “And therefore, since I cannot be a lover, I am determined to prove a
villain.” To this type also belong suicidals, drug-addicts, drunkards—whose lesser degree of
activity causes them to attack others indirectly: They make attacks upon themselves for the
purpose of hurting others. The second and third types show even less activity, and not much
social interest. This lack appears also in the expression of their shock results, which are neuroses
and psychoses.
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The principles which guide me when grouping individuals into these four types are (1)
the degree of their approach to social integration and (2) the form of movement which they
develop (with greater or lesser activity) to maintain that degree of approach in a manner which
they regard as most likely to achieve success (in their own interpretation).
But it is the individual shade of interpretation that matters in the end. And when
reconstructing the unity of a personality in his relationships to the outer world, Individual
Psychology fundamentally undertakes to delineate the individual form of creative
activity—which is the life-style.
I should not like to close this short introduction to Individual Psychology without saying
that a great improvement in the next generation can be assured by preventive work; while the
treatment and cure of the numerous failures and mal-adjustments of our time are wholly
dependent upon increasing the degree of social feeling and co-operation. For difficult times like
ours, the inherited potentiality for human co-operation does not suffice. It must be further
developed. The necessity and importance of this development are inherent in the discoveries of
Individual Psychology—and the scientific method by which it may be accomplished is its
contribution to the advancement of mankind.
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The Four Phases of Adlerian Psychotherapy

The following phases of psychotherapy were identified by Rudolf
Dreikurs, M.D. They are designed to be in a logical sequence for
progressive movement in the therapy process. In the reality of actual
practice, there is significant overlap between these phases; the necessity
to return to a previous phase, leap to a future stage, etc. There are
innovative interventions that cover all the phases within a short period
of time (e.g. the single recollection method, metaphorical intervention,
mutual story-telling, etc.) © 2006 Steven A. Maybell, PhD
1. Relationship/Rapport Development: The establishment and
maintenance of an empathic, respectful and collaborative
partnership.

2. Psycho social Investigation: The gathering of information in order
to obtain a context within which the difficulties can be clarified
and understood. Included in this process is the “tracking” of the
symptom or dysfunctional pattern, evaluation of functioning in
the life task areas, a systematic review of formative experiences,
including: family atmosphere, gender guiding lines, big numbers,
psychological birth order vantage, early recollections, etc.

3. Interpretation/Insight: A mutual effort to understand those
lifestyle meanings, values and goals that make the dysfunctional
pattern or symptom necessary. The Socratic method of asking
questions and stochastic guessing method are employed.
4. Reorientation: Facilitating movement toward more flexible,
effective and courageous ways for the client to see him/herself,
his/her world and his/her place of significance, security and
success.

Reference: Articles in “Psychodynamics, Psychotherapy and Counseling” by
Rudolf Dreikurs, M.D.
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The Process of Therapeutic Encouragement

According to Richard E. Watts, “encouragement is both an attitude and a
process of therapeutic intervention.

Adlerians typically do not view clients as “sick” and in need of a cure.
Rather, clients are discouraged and thus great emphasis is placed on
encouraging, restoring faith in the client’s potentials and abilities to
manage and overcome the problems of life.
The process of therapeutic encouragement includes:

empathic listening, nonjudgmental acceptance, conveying respect
for clients, and developing egalitarian relationships;
having faith in clients and conveying that faith and confidence to
them;
viewing clients as decision makers;
collaborative goal setting;

focusing on strengths, assets, and resources clients already
possess;
identifying discouraging beliefs and facilitating perceptual
alternatives;

and focusing on efforts and incremental accomplishments.”

Reference:

Watts, R.E. & Carlson, J. (Eds.). (1999). Interventions and Strategies in
Counseling and Psychotherapy. Philadelphia: Taylor & Francis
Group.
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“I like . . .”

Encouragement Starters

“I appreciate . . .”
“I think . . .”
“I enjoyed . . .”
“I value . . .”
“I respect . . .”
“I noticed . . .”
“I like how . . .”
“Thank you for . . .”
“I admire . . .”
“Next time . . .”
“Your contributions . . .”
developed by Wes Wingett PhD
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SELF-UNDERSTANDING AND SOCIAL FEELING
JAMES F. BRENNAN
Ff7estern State School and Hospital, Cannonsburg, Pennsylvania

I discover that I am everybody, and
that I discover myself in discovering
my fellow man, and vice versa.
-ERICH FROMM

For the psychologist the rule is never to
worry about his own success; if he does
so, he forfeits it. The psychotherapist
must lose all thought of himself.

(6, p. 186)

-ALFRED ADLER (2,

p. 341)

Adler's concept of social feeling offers the psychologist a means
by which he is better able to comprehend the process of self-understanding, and most important, articulate his comprehension of the
process to others. This statement implies that at present many
psychologists are unclear as to the nature of self-understanding and
consequently refrain from discussing it, specially as an issue in itself.
It is the author's contention that the nature of self-understanding
as process is a problem for therapeutic psychology. It is simple
enough to say that mental health is to know thyself, but precisely
how one goes about knowing thyself remains an enigma.
The purpose of this paper is to examine self-understanding as a
problen1, study this problem in terms of the Adlerian notion of social
feeling, formulate a definition of self-understanding, illuminate this
definition with examples, and present its therapeutic implication
through a case study.
SELF-lTNDERSTANDING AS A PROBLEM

"Know thyself." This utterance has been handed down through
the ages as the criterion of wisdom and peace of mind until our
present day where it is transformed through psychological sophistication from a religious-philosophical notion into a slogan of mental
health or the central theme of an academic course in mental hygiene.
Today it is assumed that one gets to know himself by learning about
man in the abstract, i.e., man as a social, psychological, biological,
economic, and religious being. Consequently, the "knowledgeable
person" ends up knowing about a fictive man constructed from a web
of ideas, not the man who lives and breathes, nor the one to whom
the personal pronouns "1" and "me" apply.
Then how does one "know thyself"? This slogan or academic
53
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theme implies that one does not ordinarily come to know himself;
that is why it is conceived as a goal to be attained or a lesson to be
learned. Then knowledge of one's self is not the exclusive goal of
amnesiacs; rather, insight into self is understanding why we behave
as we do. For instance a person may still not understand the reason
why he yells at his wife in certain situations, although he knows his
socio-economic status, genealogical decen t, IQ score, level of academic
achievement, physiological make-up, and religious heritage. Clearly,
such information is not wisdom, nor does it bring about peace of
mind, nor does mental hygiene commence and mental health prevail
because of it. Instead, self-understanding appears to be particularized
knowledge involving one's unique individuality which is constantly
situated with and implicating others. How then does one come to
understand himself as a unique individual always situated and involved wi th others?
DEFINITION OF SOCIAL FEELING

Adler's concept of social feeling offers us a powerful conceptual
tool which we may bring to bear upon the thorny question of selfunderstanding.
What does social feeling mean? Basically, it is a notion which
refers to a person's ability to empathize with another: to see, hear,
and feel with him (2, p. 135). Buchheimer's analysis of the original
German term Gemeinschaftsgefuhl is helpful here: Gemeinschaft
means specifically community with general aspects implicating also
the universe; Gefuhl signifies a person's attitude and action tendency
(5, p. 242 ). The English translation of Gemeinschaftsgefuhl as social
feeling or interest loses merely the implication of one's relation to the
universe. What is interesting and rather paradoxical is that Adler
combined the idea of social, an objective referent of commonality,
with feeling or interest, a subjective referent of personality. The
former implicates common meaning; the latter indicates private
experience and desire. The synthesis of the objective "social" with
the subjective "feeling" or "interest" seems to indicate a triumph
over the dichotomous relationship of common meaning and private
meaning, a bridge between "you" and "me." Now let us be more
specific.
Ansbacher states that Adler considered social feeling to be "an
innate cognitive aptitude" (3, p. 50), an aptitude, the author believes,
which allows one to transcend his private meanings and feelings by
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focusing his interest on the other's words and behaviors in terms of
what they mean to the other, a feeling vvith the other. This point
can be seen in the way Adler sums up the notion of social interest:
"The capacity for identification, which alone makes us capable of
friendship, love of mankind, syn1pathy, occupation, and love, is the
basis of social interest and can be practiced and exercised only in
conjunction with others" (2, p. 136).
Such identification is a self-transcendence, a going beyond the
limited horizons of one's private motives and thoughts to an understanding or sharing of another's aims and desires. In the context of
this paper, the nature of social feeling is seen as an aptitude to understand one's self through the understanding of others. At this point
it is possible to make more definitive statements concerning the
nature of self-understanding conceived as social feeling.
DEFINITION OF SELF-UNDERSTANDING

Self-understanding is, paradoxically, self-transcendence, i.e.,
focusing one's interest and feeling upon the other in order to discover
what his words, gestures, and postures mean to him. It is becoming
less involved with one's own hopes, fears, shame, and doubt in order
to become more concerned about how the other sees and experiences
the world and others. Self-understanding conceived as social feeling
means to see one's self (insight) by participating with another,
sharing mutual concern, or more succinctly, being an "I" for a
"thou" as Buber (4) would say. It is precisely in such an "I-thou"
relation that one is able to establish the necessary distance between
himself as figure and his self-seeking praglnatic involvement as
ground, for self-understanding to come about. Schutz, the late
social philosopher of common sense life, comes to a similar conclusion
through a phenomenology of face-to-face relations: "I experience
myself through you, and you experience yourself through me"
(7, p. 30 ).
THE PRACTICE OF SOCIAL FEELING: SELF-UNDERSTANDING

How can one practice social feeling and thereby understand
himself? This question is not easily answered, for we lack adequate
descriptive-explanatory concepts with which to exemplify social
feeling in action. Here I ask you to imagine along with me. Suppose,
for the purpose of exemplification, that you finish eating supper and
sit down in the easy-chair and begin to read the newspaper. Your
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wife enters and begins to nag you about never doing anything around
the house and calls you "lazy."
You can respond in different ways. You can mimic her actions
as she scolds you, thereby causing her to break into tears. Or, you
can not listen to her words, and slip into your own thoughts of selfpity, or think of some ideal love who is always affectionate to you.
Or, you can try to understand her point of view, i.e., what her words
mean in terms of herself. You actively direct your interest toward
how she must feel in making such remarks. All of your knowledge,
past experience, and emotional sensitivity is summoned in order to
understand why she behaves in such a manner. At this point you
are not self-conscious (ashamed, embarrassed, enraged, threatened,
etc.), but totally directed toward understanding her point of view.
This self-transcending movement achieves distance from self and
affords you the possibility of understanding her and hence yourself.
For instance, you may realize that she acts as though she is inadequate to the task of being a home-maker, leading you to see that she
needs some encouragement and help in doing household chores. It
then impresses you that the reason for not helping her in the past
springs from an inflated idea of manliness which you unknowingly
harbored. On the other hand, you may suddenly see that she is
afraid to be affectionate and feels that only harsh words bring results. This understanding also brings with it insight, for you realize
that you have been treating her abruptly due to your own mistrust
of affection. Let us now pursue what psychotherapeutic implication
the reciprocal aspect of self-understanding has in terms of a case
study.
THERAPEUTIC IMPLICATION OF A CASE STUDY

In the analysis of an apparently paranoid woman with a persecution complex, Adler (I, pp. 183-185) revealed how lack of social
feeling can make wrong spring from right. It so happened that
Adler's patient was actually being disparaged by her supposed friend
who in truth depreciated others behind their backs. At first not
even the patient's husband and friends believed the patient's accusation: that the apparently kind lady was prone to assassinate a
person's good name, and had already done so in the patient's case.
In the end the hostile side of the accused woman was revealed for
all to see. However, in the interim, the patient suffered alienation
from her husband and friends, became hostile and anxiety-ridden
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even though she was right. The point Adler makes is that his patient
failed to understand her two-faced friend; instead, she became so
hurt and insulted that she risked her own sanity to prove herself
right and the other wrong.
Adler's patient responded to the other's depreciating remarks
in terms of her injured self-esteem; she depreciated her deceptive
friend in the name of truth instead of understanding what the depreciatory tendency n1eant to this two-faced woman. If the patient
had practiced social feeling she would have become aware of this
same tendency within herself and everyone else and thereby been
able to see that everybody has faults. Despite the fact that this
patient was right in what she said, her behavior was not adaptive;
she failed to understand the other and to understand herself. Reciprocal understanding of self and others transcends the argumentative mode of being with others, i.e., being interested in being right
and proving the other wrong.
SUMMARY

Self-understanding is only attained through understanding
others. Understanding others is a function of social feeling. Social
feeling implies self-transcendence. The self-transcending movement
of social feeling overcomes self-centeredness and leads to greater
reciprocity between self and others. Fostering social feeling in psychotherapy allows the patient to transcend the struggle between right
and wrong through a reciprocal understanding of self and others.
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Gemeinschaftsgefuhl
Social Interest: Thoughts, Feelings, and Actions
A.

Thoughts Associated with Social Interest
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
B.

"As a human being, my rights and obligations are equal to the
rights and obligations of others."

“My personal goals can be attained in ways consistent with the
welfare of the community."

“The prosperity and the survival of society are dependent on the
willingness and the ability of its citizens to learn to live together in
harmony."

"I believe in responding to others as I want them to respond to
me."

"The ultimate measure of my character will be to what extent I
promoted the welfare of the community."

Feelings Associated with Social Interest

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Belonging to a group": A secure feeling of being a member of a
group or groups, family, peer group, friends.

"Feeling at home": At ease and comfortable when interacting with
others.
"Commonality with others": Having characteristics in common
with others and of being similar to others.

"Faith in others": Goodness, a realization and social interest in all
people.
"The courage to be imperfect": Making mistakes is a natural part
of being human, and that one does not have to be always "the
first," or the "most" famous.
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6.
C.

7.

"Being Human": Being part of all humanity.

"Optimism": The world can be a better place to live.

Behaviors Associated with Social Interest

1.

2.

“Helping”: A willingness to use one’s abilities, knowledge, or
talents to aid others.

“Sharing”: Providing others with some of one’s own possessions.

3.

“Participating”: Joining in group activities.

5.

“Cooperating”: To work or play together with others to reach
mutual benefits or goals.

4.

6.
7.
8.

9.

“Respecting”: Showing others recognition of their human rights,
knowledge, or experience.

“Compromising”: A willingness to give and take. Striving for
mutually acceptable solutions to challenges.

“Empathizing”: Showing others their thoughts and feelings are
understood and appreciated.

“Encouraging”: Actions that helps motivate others.

“Reforming”: Improving social conditions for the common good.

Reference:

Kaplan, H. (1991). A Guide for Explaining Social Interest to Laypersons,
Individual Psychology, 47(1), 82-85.
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Latest Research in the Science of Character Strengths
There are a large number of studies on character strengths published each

year, with conservative estimates being at least one per week. This does not

include the thousands of studies on specific strengths in the classification such
as the various studies on creativity, leadership, gratitude, and so forth. The

number of character strengths studies has consistently grown each year since

the publication of the VIA Classification a decade and a half-ago. Below are just
a handful of highlights of very recent publications.
•

•

In an attempt to bring diffuse terms such as “strengths-based” and
“strengths-based practitioner” into greater clarity, to unify strengthsbased practitioners across fields, and to offer a bridge for researchers
and practitioners, this theory paper offers clarifying operational
definitions, six guiding principles, and specificity on character strengths
practices that are soaring, emerging, and ripe with potential. This same
framing is offered in regard to the current status of the science of
character strengths. A survey of 113 strengths-based practitioners is
summarized and woven into this discussion (Niemiec and Pearce,
2020).
Niemiec, R. M., & Pearce, R. (2020). The practice of character
strengths: Unifying definitions, principles, and exploration of
what’s soaring, emerging, and ripe with potential in science and in
practice. Frontiers in
Psychology. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.590220
Argues for advancing population-wide psychological maturity around
building character strengths collectively, especially in response to the
exponential growth of technology; offers a large number of specific
future directions and studies to consider across areas of thriving
(instrumentality, well-being, and collective good); surviving (resilience;
modulating fight-or-flight responses); child-rearing; system dynamics;
interpersonal dynamics; contextualizing character strengths; strengthsspotting; and development across the lifespan (both specific effects and
non-linear effects) (Mayerson, 2020).
Mayerson, N. H. (2020). The character strengths response: An
urgent call to action. Frontiers in
Psychology. http://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.02106
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•

•

•

•

Randomly assigned students to one of three groups: a group that
reflected on strengths prior to the stress of exams, a group that focused
on weaknesses prior to exams, and a group that focused on neutral
experiences. The strengths group showed enhanced optimism and
prevention of negative emotions and distress (Dolev-Amit, Rubin, &
Zilcha-Mano, 2020).
Dolev-Amit, T., Rubin, A., & Zilcha-Mano, S. (2020). Is awareness of
strengths intervention sufficient to cultivate wellbeing and other
positive outcomes? Journal of Happiness
Studies. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10902-020-00245-5
Explores how the VIA Classification of character strengths and virtues
can advance the science of virtues. It reviews the three-dimensional
model of cardinal virtues (moral, self-regulatory, and intellectual
domains), dimensional vs. categorical characterization of virtue,
evolution of adaptations underlying human capacity for using virtues,
impact on both individual and communal levels, reciprocity among
virtues, and practical wisdom (McGrath & Brown, 2020).
McGrath, R. E., & Brown, M. (2020). Using the VIA classification to
advance a psychological science of virtue. Frontiers in
Psychology. http://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.565953
Argues that the VIA Classification represents “the decoding of the
human spirit.” It outlines the six levels by which spirituality is already
infused within the VIA Classification and offers wholeness as a
superordinate virtue therein. Theorizes how the fields of spirituality
and character strengths can mutually enhance one another, outlining
the grounding path (ways in which character strengths ground and
enhance spirituality) and the sanctification path (ways in which
spirituality enhances character strengths through the sacred).
Concludes with an exploration of five evidence-based practices for each
pathway (Niemiec, Russo-Netzer, & Pargament, 2020).
Niemiec, R. M., Russo-Netzer, P., & Pargament, K. I. (2020). The
decoding of the human spirit: A synergy of spirituality and
character strengths toward wholeness. Frontiers in
Psychology. http://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.02040
Randomized intervention study in which a new character strengths
activity was tested. The intervention involved participants learning
about a different character strength each day for 24 days – why the
strength was important, a motto for thinking about it, and behavioral
strategies to boost it (all material from The Power of Character
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•

•

•

Strengths by Niemiec & McGrath, 2019). This led to greater happiness
scores that sustained at 1-month follow-up (Cherif, Wood, & Watier,
2020).
Cherif, L., Wood, V. M., & Watier, C. (2020). Testing the effectiveness
of a strengths-based intervention targeting all 24 strengths:
Results from a randomized controlled trial. Psychological
Reports. http://doi.org/10.1177/0033294120937441
Niemiec, R. M., & McGrath, R. E. (2019). The power of character
strengths: Appreciate and ignite your positive personality.
Cincinnati, OH: VIA Institute on Character
In a study evaluating the 24 character strengths and whether they are
morally valued in a German sample, every strength was found to be
positively morally valued even when there were no set consequences of
the strength use. Some strengths were more morally valued than others
with the top five being judgment, honesty, kindness, fairness, and hope
(Stahlmann & Ruch, 2020).
Stahlmann, A. G., & Ruch, W. (2020). Scrutinizing the criteria for
character strengths: Laypersons assert that every strength is
positively morally valued, even in the absence of tangible
outcomes. Frontiers in
Psychology. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.591028
In a study of 42 teams, relationships were found between specific team
roles and character strengths to align with performance and work
satisfaction. Those teams with more team roles represented on their
teams had higher performance and teamwork quality and those teams
averaging higher levels of teamwork and fairness (or more members
scoring high on prudence and fairness) had higher teamwork quality.
No negative effects of having too many team members with one
particular character strength were found (Gander, Gaitzsch, & Ruch,
2020).
Gander, F., Gaitzsch, I., & Ruch, W. (2020). The relationships of
team role-and character strengths-balance with individual and
team-level satisfaction and performance. Frontiers in
Psychology. http://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.566222
In a study during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown in Spain, all
character strengths groupings/factors predicted an increase in mental
health and positive emotions (with the exception of strengths of
restraint for the latter outcome). Character strengths of restraint,
interpersonal, and fortitude predicted a decrease in negative affect
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•

(Martinez-Marti et al., 2020).
Martinez-Marti, M. L., Theirs, C., I., Pascual, D., & Corradi, G. (2020).
Character strengths predict an increase in mental health and
subjective well-being over a one-month period during the COVID19 pandemic lockdown. Frontiers in
Psychology. http://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.584567
Reviews the character strengths profiles of medical professionals
showing that the highest means among samples of medical students and
physicians were fairness, honesty, judgment, kindness, and love, and
when comparing specialties, general surgeons had higher levels of
honesty and prudence than psychiatrists (Huber et al., 2020).
Huber, A., Strecker, C., Kachel, T., Hoge, T., & Hofer, S. (2020).
Character strengths profiles in medical professionals and their
impact on well-being. Frontiers in
Psychology. http://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.566728
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The VIA Classification of
24 Character Strengths

Wisdom

Courage

Humanity

Justice

Temperance

Transcendence

CREATIVITY

CURIOSITY

JUDGMENT

• Clever
• Original & Adaptive
• Problem Solver

• Interested
• Explores new things
• Open to new ideas

• Critical thinker
• Thinks things
thorough
• Open-minded

BRAVERY

PERSEVERANCE

HONESTY

ZEST

• Shows valor
• Doesn't shrink
from fear
• Speaks up for
what's right

• Persistent
• Industrious
• Finishes what
one starts

• Authentic
• Trustworthy
• Sincere

• Enthusiastic
• Energetic
• Doesn't do things
half-heartedly.

LOVE

KINDNESS

• Warm and genuine
• Values close
relationships

• Generous
• Nurturing
• Caring
• Compassionate
• Altruistic

SOCIAL
INTELLIGENCE

TEAMWORK

FAIRNESS

LEADERSHIP

• Team player
• Socially responsible
• Loyal

• Just
• Doesn't let feelings
bias decisions about
others

• Organizes group
activites
• Encourages a group
to get things done

FORGIVENESS

HUMILITY

• Merciful
• Accepts others'
shortcomings
• Gives people a
second chance

• Modest
• Lets one’s
accomplishments
speak for themselves

PRUDENCE

SELF-REGULATION

• Careful
• Cautious
• Doesn’t take
undue risks

• Self-controled
• Disciplined
• Manages impulses
and emotions

APPRECIATION
OF BEAUTY &
EXCELLENCE

GRATITUDE

HOPE

HUMOR

SPIRITUALITY

• Thankful for the
good
• Expresses thanks
• Feels blessed

• Optimistic
• Future-minded
• Future
Orientated

• Playful
• Brings smiles to
others
• Lighthearted

• Searches for meaning
• Feels a sense of
purpose
• Senses a relationship
with the sacred

• Feels awe and
wonder in beauty
• Inspired by
goodness of others
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LOVE OF
LEARNING

PERSPECTIVE
• Wise
• Provides wise
counsel
• Takes the big
picture view

• Masters new skills &
topics
• Systematically adds
to knowledge

• Aware of the
motives and
feelings of
self/others
• Knows what makes
others tick

VIACHARACTER.ORG
©Copyright 2020 VIA Institute on Character

Five questions about rational and irrational thinking
These questions are based on Rational Behavioral Therapy (RBT) and
were developed b Maxie C. Maultsby, Jr., M.D.
My thinking about a past event or current situation in my life:
1. Is my thinking here factual?
2. Will my thinking here best help me protect my life and health?
3. Will my thinking here best help me achieve my short-term and
long-term goals?
4. Will my thinking here best help me avoid most undesirable
conflicts with others?
5. Will my thinking here best help me feel the emotions I want to
feel?
Three “No” responses indicates irrational thinking.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Feelings

Feelings are different from thoughts.
Thoughts usually come in sentences.
Feelings are usually described in one word.

Feelings need not be justified to other people.
You may want to explain your feelings to someone else, but you aren't
obligated to.
Feelings are experienced by all people.

Feelings must be named to be dealt with.

5.

Positive feelings increase in intensity when verbalized. Negative
feelings decrease in intensity when verbalized.

7.

We have feelings about our feelings.

6.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

When negative or troubled feelings are ignored or denied
a variety of physical and emotional problems may surface, i.e., high
blood pressure, anxiety, nervous breakdown, impatience, insecurity.
Verbalizing feelings increases the level of intimacy/closeness between
people.

Feelings show through cover-ups or denying words. Example: I’m not
embarrassed", but blushing. Other giveaways of covering up or denying
include tears, shaky knees, tightening lips, perspiration.
All feelings are O.K. not all behaviors are O.K.

"You shouldn't feel that way" - bad, guilty, dumb, nervous, scared, etc.,
etc. Not a helpful statement. Usually sends the message that one doesn't
really understand. Allow people the courtesy to feel what they are
already feeling anyway. . To hear them out will decrease the intensity of
their negative feelings much faster than trying to convince not to feel
bad.
We all have the power to CHOOSE how we are going to react to any
given situation, how INTENSE our feelings will be in that situation, and
how LONG we will hang on to those feelings.

Unknown Source: Thank You!
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Most Trustworthy Approaches

In 1914 Alfred Adler stated “According to my experience, so far the most
trustworthy approaches to the exploration of personality are given in a
comprehensive understanding of
(1) the earliest childhood recollections,

(2) the position of the child in the birth order,

(3) childhood disorders,

(4) day and night dreams, and

(5) the nature of the exogenous factor that causes the illness.”
Ansbacher, H.L. and Ansbacher R.R. (1956). The individual psychology of Alfred
Adler: a systematic presentation in selections from his writings. New
York: Basic Books.
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Making the Shift from Drama to
Empowerment

I have a choice despite my circumstances
I am dedicated to continuing growth
I am focused on what I want to create

Feelings:

Hopeful
Energized
Inspired
Resilient

Behaviors: Reacts to problems and drama
May distance themselves
Gives up
Little energy for forward action

Behaviors:

Action oriented toward desired outcomes
Takes responsibility to make choices
Uses Baby Steps to learn and grow

Thoughts: I must save others from harm
If I do good, it will be “worthy”
I feel sorry for them (Victim)

Thoughts:

People are resourceful and creative
I trust others and their abilities

Feelings:

Compassionate and engaged
Fulfilled and reflective
Supportive and “non-attached”

Feelings: Helpless and Hopeless
Victimized
Discounted

Shifts from reacting to choosing

Feelings: Fears not being
Shifts from telling to asking
needed
Feels persecuted when
Victim doesn’t accept their help
Feels “superior” to Victim

Persecutor

Behaviors: Jumps in to save the day
Fosters dependency & indispensability
May sacrifice the truth to protect others

Behaviors: Uses inquiry to help others and self to
develop their own clarity and vision
Empowers and develops others
Encourages and provides positive
reinforcement

Thoughts: I must win
Dominating others will get me ahead
I know best

Thoughts: Things unfold at their own pace
“You” can do it
Trust the process

Feelings: Defensive, on guard
Protective
Self-righteous

Feelings:
Shifts from putting down to building up

Self awareness
Empowered through living their values
Confident, direct and clear

Behaviors: Provokes or evokes themselves and
others to take action
Focuses on improvement and growth
Holds self and others accountable

Behaviors: Dominates and controls
Critical and blames
Exerts covert/overt power over others
Manipulative

Coach

Thoughts:

Challenger

Rescuer

Victim

Thoughts: Life happens to me—it’s not my fault
I am powerless
My dream isn’t possible
“Poor me”

Creator

At the heart of TED* (*The Empowerment Dynamic)™ is learning to shift from reacting to choosing our response to
life events. The Empowerment Dynamic is the antidote to the Drama Triangle, (first described by Stephen
Karpman, MD) and its three toxic roles of Victim (the primary role), the Persecutor (who the Victim blames for their
suﬀering) and the Rescuer (who steps in to relieve the Victim’s suﬀering). TED* represents a shift from the Drama
Triangle to empowering relationships through its more resourceful roles of Creator, Challenger and Coach. People
who live and work from the TED* framework, learn to choose their response to life, irrespective of circumstances.
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Making the Shift from Drama to
Empowerment
The TED* framework is an exciting new facilitation and coaching tool. The Dreaded Drama Triangle (DDT)™ roles of Victim,
Persecutor and Rescuer help people to see the disempowering roles they may take on. But what are the alternative roles? The
TED* roles of Creator, Challenger and Coach are powerful alternatives to the DDT and increase our capacity to be “at choice” in
most circumstances. Contact us to learn more about our products and services.

Creator

Sparks learning by challenging
assumptions and the status quo.
Focuses on improvement and
development by holding people
accountable for taking action.

Focuses on vision and desired outcomes.
Takes full responsibility for initiating
action to achieve their desired outcomes.

TED*
*The
Empowerment
Dynamic

Empowers people
through inquiry to help
them gain clarity.

Challenger

Coach

Persecutor

Rescuer

Thinks they must win at any cost.
Controls others through blame,
criticism, and oppression.

Dreaded
Drama
Triangle
(Karpman’s
Drama
Triangle)

Intervenes on behalf of
the Victim to save them
from perceived harm.
Fosters dependency by
relieving the Victim of
taking responsibility.

Thinks they are powerless and at the mercy of life
circumstances. Is unwilling to take responsibility for
what happens in their life.

Victim
David Emerald is the author of The Power of
TED*, an executive coach, and uplifting keynote
speaker who lives in the Pacific Northwest with
his wife and business partner, Donna Zajonc.
A master facilitator and speaker, what sets David
apart is his authentic style of presenting. David
has over thirty years of experience of leadership development that has led
to developing his simple, yet profound, TED* framework.

Donna Zajonc PCC, Director of Coaching
and Practitioner Services for the Power
of TED*. Donna has over ten years
experience as a leadership coach,
keynote speaker, facilitator and
trainer. She is passionate about building
individual and collective capacity to help
shift from reactive conversations to
more creative and empowering
dialogue.

Working with Donna and David, participants walk away feeling inspired and eager to take action.
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Self Encouragement
In 2011 Theo Schoenaker wrote the following about self-encouragement:
“It is possible that you feel the need for self criticism in order to improve and to
avoid the repetition of old mistakes. However, self-criticism lowers your self
esteem and self assurance and increased the likelihood that you will repeat
mistakes. When you stop regarding yourself in this unkind and antagonistic
manner, you will be able to act differently at the next opportunity. If you maintain
this negative attitude toward yourself, you, for the most part, will be unable to
learn from your negative experiences and to improve yourself. You need a positive
yet realistic self-evaluation. A good start in that direction can be a focus on your
strengths when you answer the following questions:
Which of my abilities and behavior patterns can I acknowledge as good or
acceptable?
What can I do better now than I did in the past?
What good decisions have I made in my life?
What efforts have I made even if the results were not perfect?
What have I done today that was either correct or satisfactory?
What plans, intentions, or goals can I develop now?
For whom or for what does my existence make a difference?
In answering these questions, do not search for perfection but create an attitude of
friendship toward yourself. Or, like a kind understanding educator, teach yourself
that every little thing counts and that it is all right to love, appreciate, and respect
yourself. You will then find it easier to develop a relaxed and kind relationship
with others.”

Schoenaker, T. (2011). Encouragement makes good things happen. (translated by
R.J. Huber). New York: Routledge.
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How to Navigate the Termination of Therapy with a Client

No matter the reason for termination, the end of therapy can be difficult.
When a therapist and client have a long and trusting relationship, the end
of therapy is a major milestone. But when a therapist is not a good fit for a
client or there is an issue in the relationship—such as repeated no-shows
or dissatisfaction with therapy—handling termination is even more
important.

Clients can terminate therapy whenever they want, for any reason or for
no reason at all. For therapists, knowing when to terminate therapy is an
important skill that can protect both the client and the therapist. The
following strategies can help you manage your therapy termination session
no matter why therapy has ended.
THERAPY TERMINATION ACTIVITIES:

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THERAPY TERMINATION
Therapy termination can make both the therapist and client feel insecure.
Therapists may wonder if they did enough to serve the client and may feel
defensive if the client is unsatisfied. Clients may worry that termination is
their fault or may fear leaving therapy means they will no longer have
support.
These guidelines can aid the therapy termination discussion regardless of
the reason for the termination:
•

•

•
•

Remember that the purpose of therapy is to support the client, not
the therapist. Therapists should not get defensive about the reason
for termination, especially if the client is unhappy. Do not argue with
the client or use the discussion to ease your own hurt feelings.
Be clear, direct, and compassionate no matter why the client is
leaving. Never blame the client, even if you must terminate therapy
because the client is difficult or you are not a good fit.
Be willing to answer questions about therapy termination, such as
where a client can seek additional help if necessary.
Do not abandon a client without warning. Your state licensing
board may prohibit terminating therapy with no notice, without a
final session, or without referring the client to another therapist. A
clear understanding of your ethical duties and your state board’s
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rules can help you better serve your client and avoid disciplinary
procedures.
• If at all possible, refer a client to a highly qualified therapist who
specializes in their issues. This is particularly important if you
terminate the relationship because of fit issues or because you are
unqualified to treat the client.
Termination can offer opportunities for therapeutic intervention. Clients
who struggle with grief, attachment, or loss may need help managing the
termination. Termination may even be a bridge to resolving some of these
issues.

WHEN SHOULD I SEND A THERAPIST TERMINATION LETTER TO THE
CLIENT?
A termination letter memorializes the end of therapy as well as the reasons
for termination. It can help clarify the nature of and reason for termination,
especially if a client is emotional or angry during your termination
meeting. And if a client repeatedly no-shows, a termination letter may be
the only way to ethically terminate therapy. If a client later claims you
abandoned them, the termination letter may offer some protection.
While a termination letter may feel needlessly formal, particularly in the
case of a long-term client whom you like and trust, it’s wise to err on the
side of caution. Some therapists send a brief termination letter to every
client who leaves. If you don’t want to use a termination letter with every
client, send one in the following scenarios:
•
•

•
•
•

When terminating with a client who has no-showed and with whom
you cannot meet in person.
When terminating because you believe they are a danger to you or
someone else, and you are therefore unwilling to meet with them in
person.
When terminating with a client who has a history of threatening to
file licensing board complaints.
When terminating with a client who has difficulty
processing rejection.
When terminating with a client because of a poor fit.

TERMINATING THERAPY DUE TO CLIENT PROGRESS
Therapy should ideally have clear and specific goals. When a client
achieves their goals, it may be appropriate to transition them to a new
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therapist or to terminate therapy altogether. For example, a therapist
counseling a new parent with postpartum depression might mutually agree
with the client to terminate therapy when depression symptoms go into
remission. The client might stop therapy altogether or transition to a
therapist with expertise in other issues.
When a therapist and client agree that it’s time to move on, both may have
mixed feelings. The client has formed a trusting and close relationship with
the therapist and may have even come to see the therapist as a friend. So
it’s important to be warm and supportive, but also to set clear boundaries.
The client should know they can come back if they need help again, but
that the therapist is not a friend with whom the relationship can continue
outside of therapy.
These strategies can help ease the transition:
•
•
•
•
•

Reflect on the client’s growth and on how they plan to continue that
growth.
Discuss the therapeutic process—both what went well in therapy and
what could have been better.
Discuss any feelings of grief or anxiety about ending the treatment
relationship.
Talk about personal growth as an ongoing process and give the client
guidelines for when it might be appropriate to return to therapy.

Laurie Leinwand, MA, a licensed professional counselor in Florham Park,
New Jersey, shares how she helps foster a sense of closure at the end of
therapy. "Together, we review all the tools the client now has at their
disposal and how they feel equipped to handle what comes their way, " she
explains. "We explore how they are already employing those strategies, so
they are fully aware of how far they’ve come and feel empowered to move
forward independently."

Leaving the door open can also be a powerful way to help clients feel
secure in their decision. "I do, however, let them know that if down the
road they need a 'tune-up' or are faced with new, unusual challenges, that
my door is always open," continues Laurie. "Knowing that can ease the
discomfort clients may feel in ending their treatment."
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TERMINATING THERAPY WITH AN UNHAPPY CLIENT
When a client is unhappy with the therapist’s services, objects to the
therapist’s philosophy, or accuses the therapist of wrongdoing, the client
may terminate the relationship. If the client does not, the therapist must
assess whether the relationship can continue.

Displeasure with the therapist’s services can be a springboard for
discussion and growth and does not necessarily warrant termination.
When there are serious disagreements between the therapist and client, or
the client accuses the therapist of unethical behavior, the relationship
usually must end.
The following strategies may help:
•

•
•
•

Avoid defensiveness. The client is the customer, and the goal of
therapy is to help and support them—not defend yourself or protect
your ego.
Listen to the client’s feedback, since it may help you be a better
therapist.
Explain why therapy must end without accusations or blame.
If the client accuses you of wrongdoing, take careful notes about the
incident and consider memorializing the termination in a letter.

TERMINATION OF THERAPY WHEN THE THERAPIST IS NOT A GOOD FIT
Sometimes a therapist is just not a good fit for a client. An evangelical
Christian pastoral counselor may not be able to help a committed atheist,
for example. In other cases, a therapist may become a less good fit as a
client’s needs change. A client who originally sought help from an eating
disorders specialist may need a different therapist when the eating
disorder is in remission, and their new challenges
involve work or parenting. To terminate the relationship:
• Explain to the client that your job is to ensure they get excellent care
and that you do not feel you can meet their needs.
• Give the client space to process their feelings. Some clients will feel
rejected, particularly if they felt therapy was going well.
• Offer a referral to a therapist who might be a better fit.
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THERAPY TERMINATION WHEN A CLIENT REPEATEDLY NO-SHOWS OR
POSES OTHER PRACTICAL CONCERNS
Therapists must deal with both practical and mental health concerns.
When a client repeatedly no-shows, a therapist loses time they could spend
with other clients. A therapist may also need to terminate therapy with a
client who makes unreasonable demands, whose insurance will not pay for
therapy, or who otherwise presents practical or logistical concerns.

If the client will not come to therapy sessions, send them a termination
notice using their preferred method of communication—such as email or
U.S. mail—and ideally, via several communication channels. If there is
another practical issue, present it to the client in objective, nonstigmatizing terms and consider referring them to another therapist.

TERMINATING THERAPY WITH A CHILD
Termination can be difficult for children, especially when the child does
not have many stable adults in their life or when the child has experienced
numerous losses. It is important to discuss termination at the beginning of
therapy and to prepare the child as far in advance as possible.
Explain to the child, in age-appropriate terms, why therapy must end. For
example, you might emphasize that the child has made so much progress,
they no longer need you. Highlight that you care about the child, and that if
they need help again, you will be there for them (but only if this is true; it
might not be if there is conflict with the parents or another reason for
termination). Some other strategies include:
Talk about termination in the last session. Encourage the child to
share their feelings.
• Plan a termination activity to memorialize therapy and the progress
the child has made.
• Talk to the child about strategies for managing painful emotions
when they are no longer in therapy. Help the child develop a list of
supportive people, especially adults, whom they can contact when
they need help.
• Discuss termination with the parents. Identify strategies for helping
the child adjust, and develop criteria for returning to therapy.
References:
1. Hardy, J. A., & Woodhouse, S. S. (2018). How we say goodbye: Research
on psychotherapy termination. Retrieved from
•
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TRUST ONLY MOVEMENT

Willard Beecher and Marguerite Beecher

“Trust only movement. Life happens at the level of events, not of words. Trust
movement.” -- Alfred Adler (1870-1937)
“If you want to understand yourself or another person, close your ears to
anything that is said or what you think and watch only movement. What a
person does is his real understanding and intention.” -- Alfred Adler (18701937)

“Adler realized perfectly the danger of deception arising from language. To
protect us from both self-deception and deception by others, he gave us the
command to ‘trust only movement.’ On this point he was uncompromising. It
was his just contention that what we do is what affects others -- not what we
say. If our acts are hostile, then we cannot sincerely be opposed to their effect.
What we do is what we really mean. But we use language to hide the fact and
to make it appear that we are above reproach.

“Put your fingers in your ears and watch whether a person moves toward or
moves away from another person or situation, said Adler. In short, there are
but two movements possible for a human being to make; he either accepts or
rejects; he says ‘yes’ or ‘no’! Our emotions and our emotion-words are only
the steam we place behind our movement!” -- Willard Beecher (1898-1977),
“Oblique Hostility,” Individual Psychology Bulletin, 7, 1948, p. 67. Presented at
the Annual Meeting of the Individual Psychology Association of Chicago on
June 8, 1948.
“Alfred Adler built the approach to his theory of Individual Psychology on the
admonition: ‘Trust only movement.’ See what happens -- not what you feel
should or ought to happen in a situation. He was deeply aware that life
happens at the level of events, not of words, and is always outside our ability
to grasp it intellectually” (p. 128).
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“If we watch only movement, as Adler suggested, we cannot be fooled by
others, nor can we any longer fool ourselves. What a person does is what he
truly means” (p. 133).
“As Adler said, ‘If you want to understand yourself or another person, close
your ears to anything that is said or what you think and watch only (p. 169)
movement. What a person does is his real understanding and intention.’

“We have only to watch our footsteps, then. There is a tongue in each shoe and
a tongue in our head. The tongue in our head tries to tell the truth but too
often talks ideas, ideals, should and oughts! It lies without our knowing it is
lying. But we have only to listen to the tongues in our shoes and ask them
which way we are, or have been going. They never lie; they are never confused
about which way they are pointing at any given moment. A sailor at sea checks
his course by the stars and compass as he sails out of sight of land. He cannot
trust his guesses. We must check our movement by our feet” (p. 170). -Willard Beecher (1898-1977) and Marguerite Beecher (1902-1982), Beyond
Success and Failure: Ways to Self-Reliance and Maturity, 1966, 1986.
“Adler once said: ‘The most important question is not whence? but whether?
Only when we know the active, directive goal of a person may we undertake
to understand his movements.’ This statement is important because it stresses
that behavior is purposive and does not have to be explained in terms of a
cause reaching out of the past, driving one to do what he does. In other words,
it is not necessary to know or to search in the past of an individual to change
his behavior.
“Moreover, this statement indicates the importance of the movements or
relationships an individual makes. Adler used to say to us, ‘Watch only
movement. What a person does is what a person means.’ By this he meant that
we may arrive at the meaning a person has given to life if we simply watch
what he does in life -- which way his feet are going. If his feet and his mouth
aren’t together, which shall we trust? If a person says, ‘I don’t have a jealous
bone in my body, but everything the person does shows his jealous, envious
striving to be ahead of others, what shall we believe, his feet or his mouth?” (p.
18).
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“Even more important [than what one says], one should trust only movement.
In other words, what shall we believe -- what a man does or what he says? The
truth is found only if we look to see what happens in every situation at the
reality level. Then we realize that what a man does is what he means -- not
what he says” (p. 105).
“Alfred Adler used to say, ‘Watch only movement.’ By this he meant that one
shouldn’t listen but only watch -- for what people do is what people mean.
This is a concept that is helpful in understanding the meaning that any human
being is giving to life” (p. 131). -- Marguerite Beecher (1902-1982) and
Willard Beecher (1898-1977), The Mark of Cain: An Anatomy of Jealousy,
1971, 1986.
* Copyright (1988/2020). Carroll R. Thomas, Ph.D. The Eye of the Needle: A
Book of Quotations. Contessa Court Executive Suites, 3470 E. Russell Road,
Suite 207, Las Vegas, Nevada 89120 (702) 369-3704 drt1972@aol.com.
Collected and edited excerpts by Carroll R. Thomas, Ph.D., March 4, 2020.
** THE BEECHER FOUNDATION: Willard Beecher (1898-1977) and
Marguerite Beecher (1902-1982)
https://willardmargueritebeecherfoundation.com/…
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What is Adlerian therapy?

Alfred Adler was born in Vienna, Austria in 1870. He was once a colleague of
Freud; together they founded the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society. He
eventually split from Freud to develop his own theories, and founded the
Society of Individual Psychotherapy in 1912.

Adler stressed the importance of the individual's social context, including
dynamics and influences related to equality, parental education, family life,
birth order, lifestyle choices, and wider social forces. Adler maintained that an
individual's thoughts, feelings and behaviours could only be understood
within the context of their life experiences.

Much of Adler's theory is based on the importance of community; he believed
that people were in need of and driven to find a sense of belonging and
personal significance. Adler believed that when people feel capable, are
encouraged and supported, that they will act in co-operative and healthy
ways. Similarly, Adler believed that a "misbehaving child is a discouraged
child" – individuals who feel insignificant and unvalued will act out in harmful
ways. Adlerian therapy therefore emphasises the harmful potential of feelings
of inferiority in comparison to others. Adler also believed that people are most
at peace when they are working towards social interest, when they feel a
sense of being beneficial for society as a whole. A feeling of genuine security
can be found through a deep sense of belonging and embeddedness within our
social context.
In Adlerian therapy, the therapist and client work on overcoming feelings of
inferiority and other identified obstacles. The focus is on finding effective
strategies; Adlerian therapy is goal-oriented.
Four stages of Adlerian therapy
1. Engagement. During this phase, the therapist and client begin to establish
the therapeutic relationship. This relationship has the aim of fostering
collaboration to address the client's problems.
2. Assessment. During the assessment phase, more information regarding
the client's background is explored, including childhood, early memories
and family relationships. Similarly to psychodynamic therapy, this phase
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seeks to understand what styles of thinking and behaviour the client may
have developed, why they were developed, and whether or not they are
still helpful to them.
3. Insight. The therapist offers an interpretation of the client’s situation. This
may involve suggesting theories about how past experiences relate to the
present – it is, importantly, left to the client to decide whether the insight
offered is relevant or helpful.
4. Reorientation. Based on the exploration undertaken in the first three
stages, the therapist and client work together to develop new strategies to
use in daily life.

Who benefits from Adlerian therapy?

Adlerian therapy can be used to support a wide range of mental health
difficulties and is appropriate for anyone who is seeking a goal-oriented
approach that takes into account deeper-rooted past issues.
Relevant associations
Adlerian Society UK

Last updated on 10 March 2020
https://welldoing.org/types/adlerian-therapy
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